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The purpose of this report is to analyse the performance and

main characteristics of the Madrid and Catalonia logistics market

between January-December 2016. This report is broken down in

to 6 key areas: general market overview, logistics market

conclusions and forecasts, a study of supply, demand,

availability and rental prices in the Madrid and Catalonia

logistics markets, and the main features of the investment

market.

The expansive economic cycle that started approximately 3

years ago, has continued in the same vein throughout 2016, with

GDP growing by 3.2%. This growth, which is considerably

greater than that seen in the majority of Spain’s neighbouring

countries, is helping to continually push the unemployment rate

down, although it is not achieving growth in stable employment

or pushing salaries up. GDP growth was shaped by positive

domestic demand in 2016. Household, public authority and

company spending drove the economy in 2016. Looking at this

from a logistics market standpoint, the increase in household

demand is particularly important as this accounts for almost 60%

of GDP, and directly impacts manufacturing, storage

requirements, and distribution of goods, which are key to

ensuring that the logistics market functions correctly.

According to the Bank of Spain, during 2017 "it is expected that

activity will remain active, although the rate of improvement will

be more muted compared to previous quarters, as a result of the

moderation in some of the driving forces currently in place”.

More specifically, it is estimated that average annual GDP

growth in 2017 could reach 2.3%. This downward adjustment

compared to the last two years is related to a lull in national

demand growth, however, this will continue to be the driving

force behind the economy.

One should not underestimate the current international situation

of instability, which could affect market player decision-making.

Having carried out this research report on the logistics real

estate market in Madrid and Catalonia, we would highlight the

extraordinary take-up rates, which hit all-time records across

both markets in 2016. Available supply has been uneven in

recent months, with a slight increase in the vacancy rate in

Barcelona and its catchment area, and decreases in Madrid.

New supply, both in terms of speculative projects and turn-key

projects, has grown considerably in both markets. Finally, rents

have continued to perform similarly to 2015, gradually rising in

the majority of the main logistics markets in Madrid and

Catalonia.

During 2016 the investment market was highly active, reaching

an investment volume of close to €850 million, which is an all-

time record figure. The prime initial yield, with a solvent tenant

and located in the best areas has continued to harden and now

stands at approximately 6.00%. The factors that drove the

investment market in 2015 have continued to remain in place,

i.e. the existence of a positive financial backdrop, the gradual

improvement in market fundamentals and the potential to access

funding. Activity has been headed up by overseas institutional

investors, demonstrating their confidence that the logistics

market will continue to grow in the coming years.

Below we detail an overall analysis of the logistics market:

KEY VARIABLES

MADRID BARCELONA

2014 2015 2016 Var. 2014 2015 2016 Var.

Gross Take-Up (sqm) 392,167 364,833 404,281 10.8% 312,519 549,894 761,632 37.96%

Average Logistics Rental Price (€/sqm/month)* 3.13 3.48 3.56 2.3% 3.28 3.33 3.49 4.80%

Initial Yield Prime Logistics Warehouses 8.0% 7.0% 6.0% -100 bp 8.0% 7.0% 6.0% -100 bp

Initial Yield Secondary Logistics Warehouses 9.00% 8.00% 7.75% -25 bp 9.00% 8.00% 7.75% -25 bp

Available Logistics Space (sqm) 888,254 1,006,000 993,193 -1.3% 383,950 252,000 264,000 4.75%
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MADRID

During 2016 gross logistics take-up reached 404,281 sqm, 11%

more than the 364,833 sqm registered in 2015. This is an all-

time record level of take-up. 41 logistics transactions were

carried out in 2016, similar to the 42 completed in 2015. The

average space taken was 9,861 sqm per transaction. Virtually all

of the transactions were lettings, with a token number of

acquisitions made by occupiers.

Despite the large volume of take-up registered, the amount of

available logistics space in the Madrid market and bordering

areas has only declined slightly. This has been due to the fact

that marketing has started on a number of specualtive schemes

that were delivered in 2016 or that are going to be delivered in

the coming months. The vacancy rate continues to be high,

standing at approximately 993,000 sqm of total logistics stock

(8,885,000 sqm). The vacancy rate in Madrid currently stands at

11.1%.

Average rents (asking) have continued to gradually creep up

since 2014. During 2016, average rents have increased by 2.5%

y-o-y, from €3.48 per sqm/month to €3.56 per sqm/month. The

increase in logistics rents has centered primarily on the main

logistics markets of the Henares Corridor and the Southern

Area, especially those in which new logistics supply is coming

onto the market, which is higher in quality, and is in line with

current market requirements.

Developer activity continued to grow in 2016, with 458,063 sqm

of new logistics space coming onto the market. 67% of this new

space is located in the Henares Corridor, and the rest comprises

projects in the Southern Area. By tiers, the greatest developer

activity was in Tiers 1 and 3. 38% of new logistics space that

came onto the market in 2016, is currently available.

Land purchasing activity has remained high over 2016, thanks to

developers and specialist investors purchasing plots with

potential logistics use, primarily in the Henares Corridor and the

Southern Area.

CATALONIA

Demand for logistics space in the Barcelona market and its

catchment area hit an all-time high of 761,632 sqm in 2016, 39%

more than the 549,894 registered in 2015. Two occupiers were

responsible for 51% of logistics take-up. 58 logistics deals were

completed in 2016, which is another record high. The average

take-up space taken in 2016 increased compared to recent

years, ending up in the region of 13,080 sqm per transaction.

During 2016, a greater number of new logistics projects were

developed, primarily turn-key projects. We would particularly

note the new logistics projects occupied in 2016 by major

companies such as Decathlon, El Corte Inglés and Mango.

In December 2016, the amount of available logistics product in

the Barcelona market and its catchment area stood at 264,000

sqm, which is a slight increase compared to the levels registered

in 2015. This vacancy rate, along with the increased levels of

demand seen in the Catalonia logistics market, appears to

confirm the need for new speculative projects, in order to avoid

price hikes in the short and medium term.

Logistics rents continued to trend upwards as they have done

since 2014. The average rent (asking price) over the last 12

months has stood at €3.45 per sqm/month, 3.6% higher than the

€3.33 per sqm/month registered in 2015. The new AAA grade

logistics warehouses achieved the highest rents and have partly

been the reason behind rents rising in certain specific areas.

There has been a large amount of land transactions to develop

logistics schemes in locations with strong logistics potential,

mainly in metropolitan Tiers 1 and 2.
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INVESTMENT

In 2016 the trend that started in H2 2013 continued, with the

investment volume hitting a new record for the third year

running. As in recent years, certain key factors explain the

positive performance of the investment market. The

consolidated economic growth, the gradual improvements in

household consumption, growing rental prices in the main

markets and improved financing conditions have continued to

drive the logistics investment market.

In 2016 total investment volume in the Madrid and Catalonia

logistics markets stood at almost €850 million, compared to

€835 million in 2015. This investment volume is a record high for

the logistics market.

From a geographical point of view, investor activity has been

heavily concentrated on the Madrid market and its surrounding

area, which accounted for approximately 45% of the total.

Catalonia accounted for 30%, and the remaining 23% were

transactions primarily carried out in Zaragoza and Valencia.

Lack of supply, both in Madrid and Barcelona, is seeing certain

investors turning to secondary markets, of which we would note

Zaragoza, Valencia and Seville.

The two main groups of investors have been institutional

(national and international), representing 63% of investment

volume, and real estate companies, accounting for 20%. Finally,

the Socimis represented 14% of investment volume in 2016.

As in recent years, supply of investment-grade logistics

warehouses has been low in 2016, compared to increased

investor demand, leading to fierce competition between those

investors taking part in sales processes.

Due to the lack of quality investment-grade product on the

market, we have seen investors purchasing land, either for the

development of speculative projects, turn-key projects, or

forward-funding or forward-purchasing developments.

Looking at initial yields, one can see a significant compression

over 2016, reaching around 6.0% in the main prime markets of

Madrid and Catalonia. This is a y-o-y drop of 100 p.b. The initial

yield in secondary markets also remained similar at around

7.50-7.75%. We would also note that the yield gap is widening

based on the distance of the logistics warehouse from Madrid or

Barcelona, with the important factors being the quality of the

warehouse, the tenant and its accessibility.
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Below we detail the outlook for the logistics market in 2017.

MADRID AND CATALONIA MARKETS

Economic forecasts for the short and medium term continue to

be positive, with an estimated growth in GDP of between 2.0%

and 2.5% over 2017 and 2018. The increase in consumption

over the upcoming years, will mean that there will need to be an

increase in industrial manufacturing and hence, a need for

storage and distribution.

Take-up will continue to remain high, due to the logistics

operators needing to increase storage and distribution space.

However, the take-up levels achieved in 2016 are not expected

to be surpassed, which was a record year in both Madrid and

Barcelona, but take-up is expected to be above the historic

average.

An important part of demand will be led by the needs of e-

commerce and the transformation of consumer behaviour.

Certain e-commerce specialists will need logistics warehouses

with special features, which will require the development of turn-

key projects, as we have already seen in Madrid and Catalonia

in recent years. In addition, logistics activity in the km 0 area, the

area corresponding to the last stage of the logistics cycle

(distribution to the end client), will generate a need to bring

logistics as close as possible to major urban areas.

During 2017, rental prices for the best properties (quality and

location), normally those that have been constructed in the past

2-3 years or that are currently being developed, will continue to

see prices trend upwards, as seen in previous years. Special

attention should be paid to the rental price performance of lower

quality available spaces in not so sought-after locations. This

type of product will have to compete via prices with the new

higher quality speculative supply coming onto the market.

Developer activity, both in terms of turn-key projects and

speculative projects, will continue to trend upwards as it has

done for the past two years. In the case of Madrid, over the next

few months, a number of projects are expected to be completed,

increasing the logistics supply by approximately 736,914 sqm, of

which 450,814 sqm were available at the time of this report’s

completion. In the Catalonia market, 513,133 sqm of logistics

space is in the pipeline, 76.5% of which was available at the

time this report was completed.

LOGISTICS INVESTMENT MARKET

There continues to be high levels of investor interest in the

logistics market, primarily from institutional investors in the core

segment and real estate companies.

Given the levels of investment registered in 2014-2016, there

will be fewer transactions in 2017 and average lot sizes will be

lower. The Madrid and Catalonia markets will be the most active,

although the lack of supply will force investors to study

secondary markets.

In view of the need to modernise the logistics supply, given how

old most of it is, and as a result of the lack of investment

opportunities, we will continue to see investors interested in land

for development of forward-funding or forward-purchasing

projects.

The initial yield levels achieved for the best properties would

suggest that yields will stabilise, or register very slight

adjustments for the best properties. Further contractions in

yields are more likely to be seen in Out-of-Town markets, the

areas where yields have contracted the least to date, as and

when their outlook begins to improve. Capital values will

continue to rise as a result of the increase in rental prices and

anticipated hardening of yields.
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AREAS AND TIERS

In undertaking this report on the logistics market of Madrid and its

catchment area, the market has been divided in two ways: by

Areas (or Corridors) and by Tiers.

The division of areas that has been applied to this logistics

market report in Madrid and its catchment area, follows the radial

model of the capital's highway network. Activity is primarily

concentrated along the Henares Corridor (A-2 Highway) and the

Southern Area. Logistics activity in the remaining areas was

negligible. The report primarily focuses on the most active areas,

the Henares Corridor and the Southern Area.

The areas that will be studied in this report are:

• Northern Area: Comprised of the towns located along the A-1

and M-607. Lack of logistics activity.

• Henares Corridor: Comprised of the towns along the A-2 and

M-113. Strong logistics activity.

• A-3 Hub: Comprised of the towns on the Levante Motorway.

Lack of logistics activity.

• Southern Area: Comprised of the towns along the A-4, A-42

and M-506. Strong logistics activity.

• Western Area: Separate from the Southern Area and

comprised of various towns located between the A-5 and A-6.

Lack of logistics activity, not taken into consideration when

preparing this report.

In terms of the division by Tiers, we divide the Madrid logistics

market and its catchment area in to three: Tier 1 (up to 20km),

Tier 2 (between 20 and 40km) and Tier 3 (from 40km),

depending on the distance of the developments from Madrid.

This distance provides them with specific characteristics with

regard to prices, the type of demand in each one and take-up.
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Below we detail the towns that form part of each corridor and

each Tier.

Aguirre Newman considers that logistics properties include

warehouses that are equipped to store and distribute goods, but

where no transformation activity takes place, or where this is not

relevant. Logistics properties comprise at least 1,500 sqm, with

a minimum clear height of 7 metres, and are equipped with

loading/unloading bays and forecourts which are large enough

to accommodate trailers.

CORRIDOR TIER TOWN

NORTHERN 

CORRIDOR

TIER 2 Algete

TIER 3 San Agustín de Guadalix

HENARES 

CORRIDOR

TIER 1

Barajas

Coslada

San Fernando de Henares

Torrejón de Ardoz

TIER 2

Alcalá de Henares

Daganzo

Meco

TIER 3

Azuqueca de Henares

Alovera

Cabanillas del Campo

Quer

Fontanar

Yunquera

Torija

Chiloeches

CORRIDOR TIER TOWN

A-3 HUB

TIER 1 Vallecas

TIER 2 Rivas-Vaciamadrid

TIER 3 Tarancón

SOUTHERN AREA

A-4

TIER 1

Villaverde

Getafe

Pinto

TIER 2

Valdemoro

Ciempozuelos

Seseña

TIER 3

Borox

Ontígola

SOUTHERN AREA

A-42

TIER 1

Leganés

Fuenlabrada

TIER 2 Parla

TIER 3

Illescas

Ocaña
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LOGISTICS STOCK AND AVAILABILITY

Logistics Stock

In this section we analyse the change in the logistics stock, as

well as the logistics availability in each one of the areas studied

(Northern Corridor, Henares Corridor, A-3 Hub and Southern

Area) and for each one of the Madrid market's tiers. Over 2016,

we carried out an in-depth study into the different logistics

markets that comprise the central area, considering logistics

installations owned by end-users as part of logistics stock, which

is the reason behind the update in the level of logistics stock,

which now stands at 8,885,000 sqm.

Logistics supply has grown significantly throughout 2016, with

458,063 sqm coming onto the market in 2016, signalling a

change in trend following several years of low development

activity. More than half of the total stock is located in the

Henares Corridor, with the Southern Area having the second

largest logistics stock, which represents approximately 40% of

the total. The areas that have registered the highest developer

activity during 2016 are the Henares Corridor, which accounted

for 67%, compared to the remaining 33%, which relate to

projects in the Southern Area. It is also noteworthy that out of all

of the new space that came on to the market during 2016, only

38% is available as at the completion date of this report.

As one will see in the future supply section of this report, a large

volume of logistics supply is expected to complete this year. On

the other hand, there are a considerable number of longer term

projects that could come onto the market from 2018 onwards.

From this year, logistics supply is expected to continue growing

more than in recent years.

Logistics Availability

At the end of 2016, logistics availability stood at 993,193 sqm.

This is a fall of 12,817 sqm y-o-y, and implies a vacancy rate of

11.2% of total stock. Although, as will be noted throughout this

report, take-up in 2016 hit record levels, the reduction in

availability was only marginal. This was due to the new supply

that came onto the market during 2016. This new logistics

supply is helping to modernise logistics stock that has not been

renovated since before 2009.

When analysing availability by tiers, we would note the markets

closest to Madrid. Tier 1 is the only one to have seen available

space increase. This has primarily been due to the marketing of

future supply in the town of San Fernando de Henares. Tiers 2

and 3 have slightly less available space than one year ago. The

decrease in Tier 3 was considerable, approximately 20%, with

marked drops in markets such as Alovera, Torija, Borox,

Tarancón and Toledo. In Tier 2, there has been a 10% y-o-y

decrease in available space, with the greatest changes in towns

such as Seseña, Ciempozuelos and Daganzo.

A-1
3%

Henares
57%

A-3
2%

A-4
38%

Logistics Stock by Areas (Dec-2016)
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The Henares Corridor and Southern Area are the areas with the

highest levels of availability, which is logical considering they are

the two largest logistics markets in the centre of Spain. In

absolute terms, 55% of available logistics space is located on

the Henares Corridor, compared to 47% in 2015. Various

projects starting to be marketed, primarily in San Fernando de

Henares, has driven this level of available supply in this area.

While the Southern Area has reduced its available space by

approximately 70,000 sqm, thereby accounting for 34% of all

available supply.

The following graphs indicate the availability (by percentage) of

logistics space by tiers and areas/corridors.

NORTHERN 
CORRIDOR

8%

HENARES 
CORRIDOR

55%

EJE A-3
3%

SOUTHERN 
AREA
34%

Logistics Availability by Tiers (Dec-2016) Logistics Availability by Areas (Dec-2016)

TIER 1
48%

TIER 2
22%

TIER 3
30%

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

During the coming months development activity will continue to

trend upwards as seen since 2016, which will mean that there

will be more logistics properties being constructed, both

speculatively and as turn-key projects. Over the next few

months, a number of projects are expected to be completed,

which combined will increase logistics stock by approximately

736,914 sqm, of which 450,814 sqm were available at the time

of this report’s completion. Although there is significant activity in

all of the tiers in the Henares Corridor and the Southern Area,

the most active areas are Tiers 1 and 2 of the Henares Corridor

and Tier 1 of the Southern Area.

As previously mentioned in last year’s report, this heightened

developer activity is particularly important due to the effects that

it will have on rental prices. The new projects imply a vital

rejuvenation of logistics stock, which in most cases, is over 10

years old. They are warehouses that are of a higher quality than

the current supply on the market and their owners are looking to

let them at rents that are noticeably higher than the average

available supply in their respective areas.

Below we detail the breakdown of supply that will come on to the

market over the coming months, differentiating between

occupied and available space. As one can see, there is a large

amount of activity due to turn-key projects.

Future Supply by Areas. Occupied vs Available (%) Future Supply by Areas. Occupied vs Available (%)

Disponibilidad
61%

Ocupado
39%
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20%
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A record 404,281 sqm of logistics space was let in Madrid and

its catchment area over 2016, higher than the 364,833 sqm of

take-up in 2015. For yet another year, logistics occupiers have

focused on rentals, which accounted for virtually all take-up, with

negligible levels of purchases of logistics warehouses by end-

users.

The following graph details the growth in take-up in the sector

since 2011, with the exception of the slight decrease in 2015. At

the same time, it is interesting to note the significant volume of

transactions registered over the past three years, due to the

large amount of activity in the market.
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The graph below shows the change in take-up over the four

quarters of 2016. As can be seen, there was an uneven trend

across the year, with the greatest activity in Q1 and Q4, both in

terms of take-up and number of transactions.
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The graphs below details the percentage analysis of demand for logistics space taken in 2015 vs. 2016.

2015

The Henares Corridor (A-2) continues to be the area with the

highest take-up, with 53.4% of total take-up in 2016. Take-up in

the Southern Area reached 46.6% of the total in 2016,

highlighting the major y-o-y increase. The remaining logistics

areas in Madrid, the Western Area, A-3 Hub and Northern Area,

did not register any activity in 2016.

The graphs below detail the percentage analysis of demand for

logistics space taken in 2015 vs. 2016 by Tiers.

Henares Corridor
53%

Southern Area, 
47%

Zona Norte
3%

C. Henares
56%Eje A3

12%

Zona Sur
28%

Zona Oeste
1%

Take-up by Areas (%) 2015 vs 2016

2016

Tier 1
12%

Tier 2
27%

Tier 3
61%

Take-up by Tiers (%) 2015 vs 2016

Tier 1
46%

Tier 2
26%

Tier 3
28%

2015 2016

In the study on take-up by tiers, one can see how demand in

2016 was concentrated in metropolitan Tier 1, which accounted

for virtually half of all take-up. We would particularly note the

strong activity in the Henares Corridor, in towns such as San

Fernando de Henares, where the largest letting of the year was

completed, Amazon's letting of 57,000 sqm and Coslada where

7 transactions were completed over the course of 2016.

In the Southern Area we would note the activity registered in the

town of Pinto, where 4 transactions were completed, totalling

45,000 sqm, one of which was 30,000 sqm.

Tier 2 remained stable in terms of take-up, accounting for 26%

during 2016. Activity was primarily located in the Southern Area,

particularly in towns such as Ciempozuelos and Seseña.

Take-up in Tier 3 fell from 61% in 2015 to 28% in 2016. Most of

the activity was registered in the Henares Corridor, particularly in

the town of Cabanillas del Campo.
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The following graph details the type of transactions by size

categories carried out in the Madrid logistics market. The most

noteworthy point was the strong presence of transactions over

20,000 sqm in 2016. Six transactions of more than 20,000 sqm

were completed in 2016, accounting for 54% of overall take-up.

Despite this, the most common transaction was for space below

5,000 sqm, which accounted for almost 55% of all transactions.

Finally, as is now the norm in Madrid, there are practically no

medium-sized deals between 15,000 sqm and 20,000 sqm.

These intermediate-sized spaces do not seem to meet any

logistics operators’ requirements and are considered too small

by some and too large by others.
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LOGISTICS RENTS

The graphs below analyse rental price performance from 2011

to 2016, by areas/corridors and tiers. One must take into

consideration that the rental prices provided are average rental

prices for each corridor and tier, where there are warehouses

with very different levels of quality, and therefore must not be

considered to be a reference of any market in particular.

Nevertheless, they are a very useful guide for gauging the

market trend in terms of rental prices.

One can see how rental prices for logistics warehouses in

Madrid and its catchment area have continued to rise slightly

compared to 2015.

In the first graph, one can see that this increase is particularly

the case in all of the Tiers in the Henares Corridor, with special

emphasis placed on Tiers 1 and 3, where new projects are

being developed.
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All of the Tiers in the Southern Area are seeing rents trend upwards, particularly those located furthest from Madrid.
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In the A-3 Hub, prices in Tier 1 remain unchanged from 2015,

whilst rents in Tiers 2 and 3 increased slightly, due to very specific

projects.

In the Northern Area graph, one can see that rents remain stable

compared to 2015. This area has very low levels of demand and

the owners of available logistics spaces try to compete on price,

meaning that their average prices have not grown at all.

We would highlight that in Tier 1 of the Northern Area, there has

not been any available product since 2015, as seen in the

following graph.
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Generally speaking, rental price growth has been focused on

those areas with the highest demand, the Henares Corridor and

the Southern Area, which is also the area where new logistics

projects have started to be marketed.

Given the level of quality of these new projects and their

development in line with current occupier requirements, this

allows them to be positioned at higher rental prices than existing

supply, which in a best-case scenario is already 8-10 years old.

A-3 Hub. Change in Average Rents of Logistics Warehouses 
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AREAS AND TIERS

This study has been carried out by analysing the twelve main

logistics regions in Catalonia, the majority of which are located in

the province of Barcelona. The following table details the main

towns analysed in each one of the different regions.

In each of the areas analysed, we have only studied the towns

with a significant amount of logistics space.

For the purposes of this report, the north of the province of

Tarragona is considered as a stand-alone area, as it is a

separate economic area. This area is known as "Camp de

Tarragona" in the report. "Camp de Tarragona" comprises the

regions (political divisions in Catalonia) of Tarragonés, Baix

Camp, Alt Camp and Baix Penedés.

Hence the zoning structure of this report is as follows:

(*) The town of Castellbisbal, which forms part of the Vallès Occidental region, is studied as part of the Nord Baix Llobregat area, as it is located in its catchment area, shares the

same highway system and is in the same demand profile as the neighbouring towns located in Baix Llobregat.

CORRIDOR TOWN

EL BARCELONÈS

Barcelona (Zona Franca)

L’Hospitalet de Llobregat

Badalona

SOUTHERN BAIX 

LLOBREGAT:

Cornellà de Llobregat

El Prat de Llobregat

Sant Boi de Llobregat

Viladecans

Castelldefels

Gavà

NORTHERN BAIX 

LLOBREGAT:

Sant Just Desvern

Molins de Rei

Sant Feliu de Llobregat

Pallejà

Sant Andreu de la Barca

Abrera

Sant Esteve Sesrovires

Martorell

Esparreguera

ALT PENEDÈS

Subirats

Vilafranca del Penedès

Sant Sadurní d´Anoia

La Granada del Penedès

Santa Margarida i els Monjos

GARRAF

Vilanova i la Geltrú

Sant Pere de Rives

Cubelles

Sitges

CORRIDOR TOWN

VALLÈS 

OCCIDENTAL

Barberà del Vallès

Sabadell

Palau de Plegamans

Rubí

Terrassa

Santa Perpètua de Mogoda

Castellbisbal(*)

Polinyà

Sant Quirze del Vallès

Viladecavalls

Castellar del Vallès

VALLÈS ORIENTAL

Granollers

Mollet del Vallès

Parets del Vallès

Montmelo

Montornès del Vallès

Llinars-Sant Celoni

La Roca del Vallès

MARESME

Mataró

Argentona

Arenys del mar

Vilassar de Dalt

CORRIDOR TOWN

ANOIA Zona igualada

OSONA

Torelló

Manlleu

Vic

Centelles

BAGES

Manresa

Balsareny

Sallent

TARRAGONA

Tarragona

Reus

Vilaseca

Constantí

El Pla de Santa María

Vía-Rodona

La Bisbal – Vendrell

L´Arboç
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As has already been mentioned in previous editions of this

market report, the Catalan logistics sector has a more defined

industrial area, which comprises Barcelona and its Tier 1 (Baix

Llobregat, Vallès Occidental and Vallès Oriental). These are the

areas that have the highest number of companies, the majority of

which provide products and services to Barcelona itself. This is

demonstrated by the consolidated nature of the area, with large

tracts of space covered with logistics warehouses.

If we carry out our analysis based on the distance of each

logistics area from the centre of Barcelona, we can highlight four

areas:

• The central area, comprising the City of Barcelona, El Prat de

Llobregat and l’Hospitalet.

• Tier 1, comprising the towns approximately 30 km from

Barcelona.

• Tier 2, comprising the towns approximately 50 km from

Barcelona.

• Tier 3, extending to the towns further afield, including the

provinces of Tarragona, Girona and Lleida.

Hence, the structure of the areas in this study is as follows:

MAP OF LOGISTICS CATCHMENT AREAS - BARCELONA
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LOGISTICS STOCK AND AVAILABILITY

In this section we analyse the change in the total logistics stock,

as well as logistics availability in each one of the areas studied

in Catalonia.

Total logistics stock in Catalonia has continued to gradually

increase over 2016, due to the development of certain turn-key

projects by occupiers, who were unable to find spaces from the

available supply that fulfilled their needs.

The most noteworthy developments have been those carried out

by the sports brand Decathlon with an area of 40,317 sqm in

Sant Esteve Sesrovires, the first phase of the El Corte Inglés

development in La Bisbal del Penedés (approximately 45,000

sqm) and Mango's new logistics platform opened in Lliçà

d'Amunt. Generally speaking, Barcelona's metropolitan Tier 1

has the highest volume of logistics space. The lack of land in this

area meant that over the period 2000-2008 new logistics

developments were constructed in areas in Tiers 2 and 3,

particularly in certain areas of the province of Tarragona.

As outlined in the new supply section, the trend in the market

over the past few years is set to change this year, with a

considerable number of speculative projects set to come onto

the market. This new supply will improve the quality of

Catalonia’s logistics stock and will be more tailored to the

market’s new requirements. It will also help to meet the need for

quality logistics spaces in areas nearer to cities of the Barcelona

province, and in Barcelona’s metropolitan Tier 1.

In terms of available logistics supply, similar figures to last

year were registered. At March 2017, a total of 264,000 sqm of

vacant space in Grade AAA and AA logistics product was

registered, showing a slight rise of 4.74% y-o-y. This vacancy

rate, along with the increased levels of demand seen in the

Catalonia logistics market, appears to confirm the need for new

speculative projects, in order to avoid price hikes in the short

and medium term.

Generally speaking, the amount of available logistics space has

risen across the whole of the Barcelona logistics market and its

catchment area, primarily due to the performance of the

Barcelonés region, which registered an increase of 35,000 sqm.

On the other hand, we would note the drop in availability in the

Valles Occidental region, which fell by almost 50% over 2016.
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We would particularly note the differing levels of quality between

available logistics warehouses. There are significant differences

in terms of basic property features, which are determining

factors when applying asking prices.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

During the coming years, the development of new logistics

projects in the Catalonian market will continue to trend upwards.

In the years 2017 and 2018, 503,000 sqm of logistics space is

expected to come on to the market, 72% of which was let at the

time this report was completed. A total of 141,500 sqm is

currently being speculatively constructed and marketed and 79%

of this new available space is located in Barcelona's Tier 1.

There is also 451,000 sqm of logistics buildable area that will

come on to the market, although the exact date of this is

unknown, it can be developed in the short to medium term. We

would particularly highlight the developments that could be

completed in the ZAL (the city’s logistics area), which account

for 55.4% of this buildable area.

As previously mentioned, part of the new supply that will come

onto the market over the next two years, are turnkey projects or

pre-let developments.

The most significant project by volume, is the new logistics

platform being built by Amazon in El Prat de Llobregat, which

will comprise an above-ground built surface area of circa

200,000 sqm. This project explains why such a large amount of

new supply will be added to the central area’s market between

2017 and 2018. In this area, it is predicted that 46% of new

supply will come onto the market in the next two years.

The development of the aforementioned amount of speculative

projects is justified by the level of demand and the lack of quality

supply in certain logistics markets. The backdrop is very similar

to that seen in another major logistics market (Madrid and its

catchment area), where new projects are modernising the

logistics stock, which features a considerable amount of

obsolete product, especially in Tier 1. In most cases, the new

supply offers better quality than the existing stock and comes

onto the market with noticeably above-average asking rents.

The graphs below show the distribution of the supply that is set

to come onto the market over the next two years, distinguishing

between occupied and vacant space.

Logistics Availability by Regions 2016 

(%/Total)

Logistics Availability by Quality of Property 2016 

(%/Total)

New Supply by Tiers 2017-2018 (%/Total) New Supply by Tiers. Available vs Occupied 2017-2018 

(%/Total)
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During 2016, there was an extraordinary amount of logistics

take-up in the Barcelona market (and surrounding markets)

registering an all-time record gross take-up figure. The Catalonia

logisitics market therefore continues to be the most active

market in the whole of Spain.

Take-up of logistics space increased by 39%, reaching 761,632

sqm, compared with 549,894 sqm in 2015.

Q2 2016 was the busisest quarter of the year, accounting for

39% of total take-up. It is worth bearing in mind that just two

buyers accounted for 51.5% of total take-up.

The Amazon effect accounted for 270,435 sqm of overall take-

up, including the new 200,000 sqm project in El Prat de

Llobregat, as well as the direct letting of some 28,000 sqm in

Castellbisbal and indirect letting of approximately 45,000 sqm in

Constantí.

The other big transaction was Mango's own development, with

an approximate area of 112,000 sqm, in Lliçà d’Amunt. Without

these two deals, take-up would have stood just below 400,000

sqm, a figure which is still excellent.

The following graph indicates the change in logistics take-up

and the number of transactions between 2008-2016.

If one analyses the number of logistics transactions completed in

2016, one can see that the figure rose to 58.5 transactions

more than in 2015, with the average size of space taken

standing at approximately 13,080 sqm.

Take-Up (sqm) and Number of Transactions (2008-2016)

Take-Up (sqm) and Number of Transactions by Quarter (2016)
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A considerable amount of logistics take-up in 2016 was carried

out in the areas closest to Barcelona. Specifically, El

Barcelonès, Baix Llobregat and Los Dos Vallès accounted for

76% of take-up and 65% of all completed transactions.

On the other hand, we would highlight the areas halfway

between Barcelona and the furthest logistics markets, which

have recorded significant activity.

Alt Penedés stands out among these areas, accounting for 8%

of total take-up and 10% of transactions.

Lastly, the markets furthest from Barcelona and with the lowest

rents, Bagés, Tarargona, Girona, accounted for 15% of gross

take-up and almost 14% of lettings signed.

The following graphs detail the type of transactions carried out in

the Catalonia logistics market. As one can see from the previous

graphs, the transactions carried out were focused on the mid

ranges. 57% of deals were carried out on spaces between

2,500-10,000 sqm.

In terms of space let, 72% corresponded to areas of over 10,000

sqm. This intense activity in large volume deals during 2016,

drove the record take-up levels registered.
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LOGISTICS RENTS

The prices detailed in this section refer to average rental prices

observed in each one of the zones studied.

Generally speaking, the average rental price for logistics

properties in the areas analysed has grown slightly by 3.7% y-o-

y. This increase further consolidates the change in trend in

rents, which first started to emerge in 2014, following the

downward adjustments seen between 2008 and 2013.

Despite the sharp drop in availability over the last two years, we

have seen rental prices increase more gradually.

On the whole, rents can be said to have increased from €3.33

per sqm/month in 2015 to the €3.45 per sqm/month registered in

2016, still a far cry from the peak of almost €5.40 per sqm/month

reached in H1 2008. This record figure was signed in Grade AA

or A properties.

However, as mentioned in previous reports, one must be

extremely meticulous when studying these figures and compare

the reasons that justify each one of the prices, location by

location. Contrasting the demand, transport links, access,

infrastructure and existing services for each area, as well as how

far from Barcelona it is located, which is a key factor when it

comes to reference prices in each area of Catalonia.

The graph below indicates the changes in logistics rental prices

in the areas analysed.

Change in Average Rents of Logistics Warehouses by Regions (€/sqm/month)
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As mentioned in the supply section, a significant amount of new

supply has started to come onto the market over recent months,

a trend which will continue over the coming years.

New Grade AAA logistics warehouses have the highest asking

rents and are one of the factors that have driven up prices in

certain areas. The remaining available logistics supply with

either Grade AA or A, still boast moderately higher prices due to

the lack of supply.

It is key to understand that the prices included in this report are

generic references that demonstrate the general trend in the

market. Thus, prices can vary greatly between the different

assets available on the market, as although they all fall within

the logistics category, the level of quality can be worlds apart.

The slight average increase in rents is a result of the

performance registered by the regions located closest to the

city of Barcelona, more specifically the regions of Baix

Llobregat and Barcelonés. We would particularly highlight the

region Nord Baix Llobregat, were on average rents have

jumped by 10.7%, given the amount of Grade AAA stock that

has come onto the market.

The rest of the regions studied, have also seen prices either

rise or remain unchanged.

The highest average prices are located in the Barcelonés

region, which is an area, that aside from the capital of

Catalonia, comprises towns that are completely annexed from

Barcelona and that share the same economy. While the

lowest figures can be found in the areas furthest from

Barcelona, in the regions of Anoia, Bages and Camp de

Tarragona.

The following table details the average rental prices, based on

the product analysed, as well as the area analysed:

Area
Average Rent (€/sqm/month)

AA

Average Rent (€/sqm/month)

AAA

BARCELONÉS 5,50 6,25

SOUTHERN BAIX LLOBREGAT: 5,00 5,75

NORTHERN BAIX LLOBREGAT: 3,25 4,50

VALLÈS OCCIDENTAL 3,50 4,75

VALLÈS ORIENTAL 3,25 4,50

ALT PENEDÈS 3,00 3,50

MARESME 3,75 4,25

ANOIA 2,50 3,00

BAGES 2,50 3,00

CAMP DE TARRAGONA 2,00 3,00

Average Rental Levels for AAA and AA Logistics Warehouses
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Activity in the investment market in 2016 was very strong,

reaching record high levels for the third year running. Total

investment volume stood at close to €850 million, slightly above

the 2015 figure.

45% of total investment was centered in Madrid, while Catalonia

accounted for 30%. The subdued activity in the Catalonia market

is primarily due to the limited amount of supply in the market, as

opposed to a lack of investor appetite in 2016. In fact, the lack of

supply in both Madrid and Barcelona is causing certain investors

to look to secondary markets, particularly Zaragoza, Valencia,

Pamplona and Seville.

The lack of a central government and the resulting political

uncertainty that has been rife over 2016 does not appear to

have had repercussions on the property investment market. The

reality is that even during a period of political uncertainty, both

national and foreign investors have maintained a keen eye on

the market, given the sharp contraction in required yields.

In terms of number of deals, 32 deals were completed across

both markets in 2016, which equated to the sale of 71 logistics

platforms or warehouses, which is much higher than figures

seen in recent years. The average lot size of the transactions

was in the region of €26.5 M in Madrid and €25 M in Barcelona.

The standout deals in 2016 were the portfolio sales. The top two

deals by number of assets sold and sales volume, were the

purchase by the Neinver and Colony Logistics joint venture of 23

logistics warehouses owned by Zaphir Logistics and CBRE GI’s

acquisition of 16 logistics platforms owned by Gran Europa.

Aguirre Newman advised on both transactions.

The positive elements that spurred the property investment

market on over the last two years continued well into 2016. From

a macro perspective, the consolidation of economic recovery

has been key, where GDP is expected to have grown by 3.3% y-

o-y. In addition, expectations for growth in 2017 and 2018 are

around 2.00-2.50%. Whilst we will not quite reach the levels of

growth achieved in 2015 and 2016, nevertheless this is still a

reasonable figure, and is clearly above the average growth

figure for the EU.

At a micro level, demand in the logistics market hit all-time

record highs. Rental prices have continued to creep up, whilst

the vacancy rate has been affected by new supply coming onto

the market. A close eye should be kept on rental prices and

vacancy rates and how they perform in 2017, given the

significant amount of new speculative space in the pipeline for

the coming months.

Monetary policy has continued to generate a high level of

liquidity in the market given the potential to access finance at a

relatively low cost. In addition, the low returns or excessive

volatility of alternative non-property related investments are

additional factors to consider.
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Below we detail the main market drivers during 2016.

• Strong buyer activity from institutional funds, real estate

companies and Socimis. Institutional funds, which accounted

for 63% of investment volume, continue to reflect the

important interest from this category of investor, largely from

overseas, primarily interested in the Madrid and Catalonia

markets. We should also point out the increased activity of

real estate companies, accounting for 20% of total

investment volume. Finally, the Socimis, which represented

14%, were also active in the purchase of income-producing

properties.

• 66% of investment was carried out by overseas investors,

mainly institutional funds, which clearly indicates the interest

that the Spanish market commands among logistics

specialists on an international scale.
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• The most active sellers were real estate companies and

investment funds. The change in business strategy carried

out by some real estate companies and the fact that some

specialised funds have reached their maturity period, has

caused these two groups to be highly active sellers in the

market.

• A sizeable number of transactions, approximately 20%, were

sale and leasebacks. The standout S&L deal was Punta

NA’s sale (the holding firm belonging to the family that owns

Mango), of the logistics warehouse which the group

occupies and is owned by the Belgian investment group

VGP. Also in the clothing sector, the fashion logistics

specialist Logishfahion, completed the sale & leaseback of

two e-commerce logistics platforms to the French investor

Resource Capital Partners.

• Lending continued during 2016 and margins and LTVs

remained at very similar figures to those seen in 2015. LTVs

between 60-70%, with maximums of 75% for the prime

market and Euribor spreads from 175 basis points.

During the course of 2016 initial yields have hardened

significantly, reaching previously unheard of figures in prime

properties. Initial yields range between 6.00%, for properties

with more stable quality, location and tenants in the properties,

and 7.50-7.75%, for secondary properties. The yield

compression that started at the end of 2013 in prime markets

and followed suit in the remaining areas as of 2014, appears to

have accelerated during the past 12 months.
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